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depth of field is a critical component of camera lenses. it is heavily used in photography, film
and computer graphics as a creative element, in typical examples ranging from portraiture to

macro photography. depth of field is governed by three factors: aperture, lens focal length and
shooting distance. many consumer class cameras, however, do not provide sufficient and

independent control of these parameters. digital cameras, in particular, usually show a wide
depth of field i.e. they are more tolerant to defocus effects. while this may be welcome in some

instances (e.g. snapshot applications), it is often a serious deficiency in others (e.
portraiture/macro photography). dof pro (depth of field generator pro) is the undisputed leader

in photorealistic depth of field effects for adobe after effects. backed by over a decade of
research and development since its first release in 2005, dof pro has become the industrys

professional choice for unparalleled and sophisticated depth of field effects quickly and
efficiently as a post process. dof pros state-of-the-art featureset provides innovative and

cutting-edge technology not available elsewhere, resulting in one of the most powerful and
advanced depth of field processors in the industry. dof pros matte box affects bokeh exactly
the same way real matte boxes do. they increasingly crop bokeh as they near image edges.

each individual top, bottom, left and right fins has its own slider for 100% creative control over
the cropping. dof pros matte box is for those looking to match exactly how real bokeh are

influenced under these real-world conditions. it is also ideal for matching plates not otherwise
possible with any other depth of field processor.
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highlight radius: specifies the
radius of the brightening of the
highlight. this slider controls the

amount of defocus. naturally
occurring depth of field is, in

most cases, subtle. it is
important to keep this in mind
as it is a natural tendency to

apply more than is necessary,
which will directly affect the

rendertime and produce
unrealistic results. although the
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slider has a maximum limit of
45.0, a value greater than and
up to 255.0 can be manually

entered. zoom in: specifies the
amount of zoom. the value

corresponds to the zoom ratio in
percent. by default, the layer is
zoomed in by 100%. this slider
controls the amount of zoom.

naturally occurring depth of field
is, in most cases, subtle. it is

important to keep this in mind
as it is a natural tendency to

apply more than is necessary,
which will directly affect the
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rendertime and produce
unrealistic results. although the
slider has a maximum limit of
45.0, a value greater than and
up to 255.0 can be manually

entered. dof pro is a production
tested plugin currently being
used by customers worldwide
demanding the very best in
depth of field effects. users

range from digital artists and
photographers to major
broadcast, film and print

production studios. dof pro has
been developed with quality
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output being the number one
priority to produce the most

sophisticated and photorealistic
depth of field effects possible as
a post process thus providing a

faster alternative to
computationally-intensive
traditional 3d raytracing

techniques. for photographers
and retouchers, it is an

alternative to already-captured
photography lacking sufficient

depth of field, or for those
wishing to emphasize it further.
it has been developed closely
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with users and production
studios in an effort to meet the

digital communitys creative
demands. dof pro has been

reviewed by numerous
publishers world-wide, always
receiving outstanding reviews,
honorary mentions and feature
publications. most important of

all, dof pro has become the
chosen tool for uncompromised,

photorealistic depth of field
effects. 5ec8ef588b
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